Villain of the Month
George Zimmerman
Cashing in on murder? It may seem impossible, but that, sadly,
is what is on the mind of villain-extraordinaire George
Zimmerman. After his killing of the unarmed, seventeen-yearold, Trayvon Martin, then being acquitted of it, then battering
his ex-wife, her father and ipad, he followed such mentally
unstable actions with the pointing of a gun at his now exgirlfriend and then proceeded to eject her from her own home.
Now, in addition to managing to get the state of Florida to cover
his legal costs from the Martin case, the reprobate is now
auctioning off his so-called artwork to the feeble mass that
make up his fan base, which is yet another horrific aspect to the
Zimmerman saga.
Shamelessly, the villain has proudly posted his plagiarised faux
art, or shart, a more appropriate term considering the shite
nature of the work, on Ebay, where the highest bid is amazingly over $100,000.00.
Using all the right buzzwords in his plainting [plagiarsed painting] the piece is nothing to do with art, it’s
about reaching out to those who profess to be patriotic without knowing what that word, or the words
contained in the sentiment in Zimmerman’s painting actually mean. Justice for all, really? Real justice
would be Zimmerman admitting that he was playing Mr. Security, a fantasy he often fills his empty head
with, when he attacked Trayvon for being black in the Zimmerman neighborhood. Real justice is
Georgie ‘manning-up,’ as they say, and accepting responsibility for the fantasy getting out of hand and
being afraid, which is what he is, and why he needs weaponry, something his ex-partners would, no
doubt, verify. Real justice, nor manhood, is displayed by gloating in the limelight of his acquittal and
using that tragedy as an opportunity to profit off the murder. Shame on George Zimmerman, for in
reality, he is neither patriot, nor human being. In fact, George Zimmerman is the worst form of villain
there is!
[Here, the villain poses with the manufacturer of the gun Zimmerman murdered Martin with. ]

